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Konnichiwa Everyone! 
 
I hope you are all genki (healthy and happy). 
 
I am particularly excited about this Japanese sword catalogue for you all to enjoy.  Given the 
particular interest shown for the Kawai Hisayuki Daisho recently featured on our website, 
Catalogue 21 is an exclusive focus on the remarkable Shinshinto period.   
 
In this edition are four highly collectible swords by four master smiths of their generation.  
The four swordsmiths are Suishishi Masahide, Taikei Naotane, Taira Nobuhide and Shimizu Hisayoshi. 
 
The Shinshinto Period (~1780-1876) is a term that refers to swords made between the Shinto (1596-
1780) and the Haitorei (high-toh-ray) Sword Abolishment Edict of 1876 that forbid the wearing of 
Samurai swords in public by the newly formed Meiji government.  
 
The word Shinshinto literally means “new new sword”.  The start of the period is closely 
associated with the fukkuto (foo-koo-toh) movement pioneered by Suishinshi Masahide.   
The fukkuto initiative is the phrase used to describe a revival of old koto-era forging traditions 
of the late Heian and Kamakura period (987~1337).   
 
It marks an important time for collectors of Japanese swords as it rejuvenated the art of Japanese 
sword making through dedicated individual efforts to recreate the masterpieces of the past.   
 
Each one of these swords is a piece of artistic mastery.  It is essential to recognize is that each 
sword is the result of creative diligence, patience and a resounding faith in one’s intuition.   
 
Every strike of the steel, every fold, every second the sword is heated has a direct cause and a 
certain result on the outcome of the sword.   The best swordsmiths trusted their own intuition 
and experience that they were on the right path.  We all live in a world of cause and effect. 
 
A sword is a pure object made with only natural elements.  The enlightened smith understands 
that he is working with nature, not above it, completely immersed within it.  True masters align 
themselves with the laws of nature and are clear in what they want to achieve.  They are 
intensely aware of every move they make, adjusting their creation as they commit forward. 
 
Having the great pleasure of working with magnificent clients from all over the world, I am 
convinced that creating a successful life is just like crafting one’s own Samurai masterpiece. 
 
Thank you to all who have joined our VIP email list, your passion energizes me.  Please contact 
me at service@uniquejapan.com become part of it too! 
 
Feel the history and create your history.   
 
Warm regards,      

                      
 
Pablo Kuntz  
June 2015    

                                  
A recent family holiday photo from Mallorca! 
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Index of Japanese Swords & Fittings 
  
ITEM#   SWORDSMITH & TYPE CM  CERTIFICATE  ERA / PERIOD   PRICE 
ujwa174 A MASAHIDE WAKIZASHI 53.2 Tokubetsu Kicho Dated February 1810 SOLD 
ujta033   A NAOTANE TANTO  29.4 Tokubetsu Hozon Dated February 1834 SOLD 
ujka157  A NOBUHIDE KATANA 74.9 Tokubetsu Hozon Dated August 1863    SOLD 
ujka154  A HISAYOSHI KATANA 72.9 NTHK Yushusaku Dated August 1863    SOLD 
 

ALL PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS  
 

To access previously sold swords in Catalogue 20, please copy and paste this link: 
http://tinyurl.com/uj-catalogue-20-sold 

 
 

To online visitors around the world… 
 
Welcome!  We completely respect the fact it takes a huge leap 
of personal faith in us to commit to a particular sword(s) 
given the reliance on photos and descriptions for such a 
highly valued item. 
 
It is our promise to address all your questions to the best of 
our ability.  It’s important to us that you feel completely 
confident that the sword you choose (and chooses you) is 
destined for your family to cherish and preserve. 
 
Please take reassurance that all swords from Unique Japan are 
guaranteed authentic and come with a 3-day worry free 
inspection period upon arrival to your home. 
 
We acquire swords on a regular basis and can source swords 
for collectors seeking a specific smith and/or school.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords before they are released to the public.    
 
Email us at service@uniquejapan.com  
 
Domo arigato! 
Pablo 
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item# ujwa174         
 

A SUISHINSHI MASAHIDE WAKIZASHI 
signed, shinshinto period (10th year of bunka, february 1810) 
 
Swordsmith: Suishinshi MASAHIDE 
Location:  Musashi province (modern-day Tokyo) 
Measurements: Length: 53.2cm (ubu) Curvature: 0.8cm        Moto-haba: 3.1cm 

Saki-haba: 2.1cm   Moto-kasane: 7.6mm Saki-kasane: 5.1mm 
Weight of blade: 600 grams 

 
Hamon:  Gunome midare hitatsura with intense nie-kuzure, tobiyaki and sunagashi 
Jihada:  O-itame 
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Especially Precious by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Saijo-saku (ranked as a grandmaster swordsmith)   
Included:  Shirasaya, sword fabric bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, 
printed care guide, registration and export paperwork 
Koshirae:  Potential custom koshirae project  
 

SOLD (a custom koshirae is being built for this sword) 
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Suishinshi Masahide 
When reviewing the Shinshinto period, one must always begin a conversation with the 
formidable giant of his time, Suishinshi Masahide (pronounced Mah-sah-hee-day).   
 
Considered to be the father of the Shinshinto period, Masahide mourned the dissapearance of 
the old traditional Koto methods and advocated for their restoration.  This was the seed that 
was to blossom into the fukkuto movement. 
 
The force of his claim was so influential that numerous sword smiths within the country 
came to study under him.  His school soon became the largest in the history of blade making.  
There were about 200 students, perhaps more, during the lifetime of the school.   
 
Born in 1750 at Akayu in Dewa province, Masahide apprenticed under Yoshiteru of the 
Shitahara Group in Musashi province (Tokyo) and changed his birth name of Suzuki Saburo 
Iyehide to Terukuni.  At the age of 25 he became a retained of Lord Akimoto and changed his 
name a third time to Kawabe Masahide and used Suishinshi as a craft name. 
 
Rated Sai-josaku (grandmaster swordsmith) of which there are only three in the Shinshinto 
period (Sushinshi Masahide, his star student Taikei Naotane and Kiyomaro), Masahide became 
prolific in several traditions when forging blades.   
 
He began his career in the Yamashiro tradition from Kyoto in about 1780 to 1790, then moved 
on to recreate the masterpieces of the Soshu tradition in 1790 to 1800, and then successfully 
the copied the works of Tsuda Echizen no Kami Sukehiro and his iconic toranba hamon.  He 
completed his 50-year illustrious career in the Bizen tradition.   
 
What made him Suishinshi so remarkable was that he shared his sword-making discoveries 
and methods generously through books and personal coaching.  The Japanese sword world 
owes an immense debt of gratitude to such a passionate and selfless artist. 
 
The sword 
This wakizashi is a masterclass of Suishinshi Masahide forging in the Soshu tradition.   
It is an utsushi-mono (faithful replica) of the genius swordsmith Masamune – a Soshu 
founding father from the golden age of swordmaking in the Kamakura period. 
 
Dated February 1810, the blade proudly exhibits a glorious hitatsura hamon. This is a sword 
that has been quite literally cooked to perfection.  It’s completely alive in your hands with 
copious amounts of nie crystals bursting with life all over the blade.   
 
The tobiyaki (hardened spots) are like small islands swimming in a swell of oceanic activity. 
 
In quintessential Soshu form, this long wakizashi is wide with a shallow curvature.  It is a 
healthy and vigorous sword – it feels like a katana – a veritable gladiatorial work of art.  In 
addition, the sword has Masahide’s koku’in nakago stamp affirming to its authenticity. 
 
The following pages paint a visual story of the sword.  It is a prime candidate for a custom 
koshirae project.  However, like all great collectible swords, it can be enjoyed solely in her 
shirasaya too.  Please inquire for further photos, insight and details upon ownership. 
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item# ujta030         
 

A TAIKEI NAOTANE TANTO 
signed, shinshinto period (5th year of tenpo, mid-spring 1834) 
 
Swordsmith: Taikei NAOTANE 
Location:  Musashi province (modern-day Tokyo) 
Measurements: Length: 29.4cm (ubu) Curvature: 0.2cm        Moto-haba: 2.7cm 

Saki-haba: 2.4cm   Moto-kasane: 4.5mm Saki-kasane: 2.4mm 
Weight of blade: 189 grams 

 
Hamon:  Ko-notare with kinsuji, ashi, and sunagashi  
Jihada:  Uzumaki-hada (whirlpool) with stunning chikei 
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Saijo-saku (ranked as a grandmaster swordsmith)   
Included:  Shirasaya, sword fabric bag, habaki with kamon, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, printed care guide, registration and export paperwork 
Koshirae:  Potential custom koshirae project  
 

SOLD (an aikuchi-koshirae is being built for this sword) 
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Taikei Naotane 
One of the most accomplished Shinshinto swordsmiths Shoji Minobe Naotane was born in 
Yamagata City, Dewa province, in 1779.  His family must surely have been Samurai class for 
he carried the family name Shoji at a time when the vast populace did not have a surname.   
 
It was, in fact, not until 1870 that everyone in Japan was required to have a surname. 
 
As a young man, he left the northern country for Edo (Tokyo) and becaming an apprentice of 
Suishinshi Masahide.  He quickly mastered the methods taught and selected Taikei as his 
crafting name.  Like Suishinshi, Lord Akimoto of Tatebayashi retained and employed him in 
Kozuke province. 
 
In 1821, Naotane received the title of Chikuzen Daijo, and again in 1848, the title of Minosuke.  
Naotane became so skillful that he catapulted himself to become the most important smith in 
the school taking over leadership when Masahide and his son both died in 1825. 
 
As his sensei, Taikei Naotane was ranked as Saijo-saku, a grandmaster swordsmith.  His 
talents are said to have surpassed his master’s achievements.  
 
Like his teacher Masahide, Naotane favoured the reintroduction of old methods of 
swordmaking over modern practicality.  He was successful in all traditions, especially the 
Bizen and Soshu disciplines.   
 
His unique uzumaki-hada, literally “whirlpool surface grain on the steel” was to become one 
of his signature trademarks.  It is certainly one of the most beautiful patterns steel has ever 
had the joy of becoming sculpted into. 
 
Naotane was very active, producing blades for about 55 years from 1800 to 1856.  He died on 
February 22nd, the 5th year day of Ansei, 1858, at the age of 79. 
 
The sword 
A genuine tanto by Taikei Naotane is a treasured find.  He did not make many of them.   
A tanto is a symbol of artistocracy, a dagger that serves as a physical and spiritual amulet.   
 
Everything about this artistic creation is first class.  As with Masahide’s wakizashi, this 
sword is a masterpiece in Soshu-inspired swordcrafting finesse.   
 
What first strikes the senses are the glowing amounts of chikei (dark lines of nie crystals in the 
body) that serve to form the uzumaki-hada.  Words are hard to describe such beauty.  One can 
easily, and rightly should, spend hours admiring its captivating charm.  This is pure talent. 
 
Dated to 1834 during the Tenpo era, this time frame is considered Naotane’s most prolific.  
Note the Fujiwara Sagari kamon and whirlpool mark on the habaki.  This is a sword that was 
certainly owned by a notable family that could acquire such a prestigious work of art. 
 
As it is sheathed in shirasaya only, building an aikuchi tanto koshirae would be a wonderful 
idea to consider.  Or take of her just as she is.  It is a sword that will bring immense joy and 
fulfillment to an appreciative home.  A photo essay continues on the following pages.   
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item# ujka157         
 

A KURIHARA NOBUHIDE KATANA 
signed, shinshinto period (3rd year of bunkyu, august 1863) 
 
Swordsmith: Taira NOBUHIDE 
Location:  Musashi province (modern-day Tokyo) 
Measurements: Length: 74.9cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.7cm        Moto-haba: 3.1cm 

Saki-haba: 2.5cm   Moto-kasane: 6.8mm Saki-kasane: 5.0mm 
Weight of blade: 875 grams 

 
Hamon:  Gunome-midare with sunagashi, kinsuji, ashi  
Jihada:  Beautiful ko-itame hada 
Published:  Shinshinto Taikan by Iimura (sword is listed on page 348) 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2,3,4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (full koshirae & tsuba & fuchi-kashira all 
designated as Important by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Jojo-saku (ranked as a highly superior swordsmith)   
Included:  Edo period koshirae, shirasaya, sword fabric bag, sword stand, etc. 
 

SOLD 
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Kurihara (Taira) Nobuhide 
Nobuhide was born Kurihara Kenji in Echigo province on the shores of the Sea of Japan north 
central to the country.  His first apprenticeship was that of a sickle smith in Tsukigatamura in 
Echigo.  
 
Nobuhide travelled to Kyoto to become a mirror-maker (kagami-shi) in 1829.  In 1850, at age 
of 35, he became a student of legendary Shinshinto swordsmith master Kiyomaro.   
 
His apprenticeship was to last only two years, when normally five or ten years was the 
average.  Striking it out on his own so soon was a reflection of his familiarity of forging steel 
as a sickle smith that he had acquired prior to his tenure under Kiyomaro’s tutelage. 
 
In 1865, Nobuhide received the title Chikuzen no Kami in Kyoto.  He made a few blades in 
Osaka two years later signing Nobutaka in his early years. 
 
Blades of Nobuhide have been found from 1855 to 1878.  He was the most celebrated student 
of Kiyomaro and his skill is regarded as equal to his sensei.  His hataraki (activity in the 
hamon) is even considerd to be superior. 
 
Kurihara Nobuhide was also one of the finest horimono engravers of the Shinshinto period.   
A number of his swords have gone on to achieve Juyo Token status. 
 
Nobuhide died on January 25th 1880 at the age of just 66.  It is said that he returned to Echigo 
province to continue crafting mirrors after the Haitorei Edict of 1876. 
 
The sword 
It brings us great pleasure to introduce one of Nobuhide’s greatest sword-making 
accomplishments.  A katana of heroic proportions, this is a sword that exhibits a cutting edge 
of 74.9cm fully adorned in a beautiful Edo-period koshirae.  It dated to August 1863.  
 
So magnificent is this signed sword by Taira Nobuhide that it is featured in the highly 
esteemed Shinshinto Taikan reference book of the finest swords from the time period. 
 
From nakago to kissaki, this is a katana of sheer brilliance.  First and foremost, the jigane is a 
gorgeous densely packed ko-mokume.  It’s clear why Nobuhide was such an accomplished 
mirror maker.  It gives the sword a profound sense of strength and vitality to its core. 
 
The hamon is a dazzling gunome midare made in the style that Nobuhide was known to create.  
On the pages that follow note the bluish tinge on the steel of the sword.  This is a mark of the 
highest quality.  Everything about this sword was made to exacting standards. The graceful 
nakago alone is a work of art, with its precise file marks confidently rendered. 
 
The splendid koshirae sword fittings sing in harmony with the katana.  The fuchi-kashira 
crafted by Mino Mitsushige carries an elaborate carving in the design of kamakiri, the praying 
mantis, symbolizing the moral duty of the Samurai to maintain peace in the Edo period.  
 
Along with NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon certification for the blade, there are a further three 
certificates of authenticity by the NTHK-NPO for the koshirae.  This is a Samurai sword. 
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item# ujka154         
 

A SHIMIZU HISAYOSHI KATANA 
signed, shinshinto period (3rd year of bunkyu, august 1863) 
 
Swordsmith: Sagami Kunihito Minamoto HISAYOSHI 
Location:  Musashi province (modern-day Tokyo) 
Measurements: Length: 72.9cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.6cm        Moto-haba: 3.2cm 

Saki-haba: 2.3cm   Moto-kasane: 8.2mm Saki-kasane: 6.1mm 
Weight of blade: 995 grams 

 
Hamon:  Ko-gunome, ko-choji, with beautiful sunagashi and chikei 
Jihada:  Pure masame hada (straight grain) 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Chujo-saku (ranked as an above average swordsmith)   
Included:  Shirasaya, sword fabric bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, etc. 
Koshirae:  Potential custom koshirae project  
 

SOLD (a custom koshirae is being built for this sword) 
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Shimizu Hisayoshi 
To fully appreciate swordsmith Hisayoshi is to first travel back to his roots of noted sensei, 
Hosokawa Masayoshi.  First generation (Shodai) Masayoshi was, in fact, an accomplished 
armourer from the lineage of the Saotame School.   
 
It comes to no surprise that Masayoshi studied under the grandmaster Suishinshi Masahide.  
Next to Taikei Naotane, Masayoshi is Masahide’s best student and also trained a large number 
of students.  Hisayoshi was one of his very finest students. 
 
Hisayoshi’s civilian name was Shimizu Sogoro. He originally travelled from Odawara of 
Sagami province.  He worked mostly in the Soshu tradition and often exhibited an o-midare 
(large wavy temper line) to the swords he crafted.   
 
Many of his blades also display horimono. They are always robust with a thick kasane and full 
hira-niku (the meat of the surface of the cutting edge).  This foundation was created to 
penetrate harder targets such as armor – a clear influence of sensei Masayoshi. 
 
Two of Hisayoshi’s greatest personal accomplishments came as a master himself having 
trained both the great Sa Yukihide and Kawai Hisayuki.  He died on September 15th, 1868. 
 
The sword 
Although Hisayoshi is officially ranked a respectful Chu-josaku (above average) smith, one 
look at this katana will blow away any preconceived notions of his forging ability.  
 
Never judge a book by its cover or a smith by his Fujishiro rank.  This katana is an awesome 
reminder that genius is embedded in all of us.  We just have to dig deep to channel it.   
 
This is our first work by Shimizu Hisayoshi at Unique Japan.  On a personal note, when I was 
introduced to the blade, I confessed on having never heard of the artist.  I lifted the katana 
and was immediately struck on how beefy this blade is.   It’s actually 1kg in weight with a 
whopping moto-kasane of 8.2mm.   
 
Powerful only begins to describe her.  I was then completely overwhelmed by the sublime 
straight-grain masame pattern in the jihada.  Wow.  It reminded me immediately of our recent 
Hosho School katana with Juyo certification, yet about a third heavier!  Every Japanese sword 
lover must respect a flawless masame.  It’s the stuff dreams are made of. 
 
It’s perplexing that all hamon and jigane characteristics normally associated with Hisayoshi 
are completely different in this katana.  A tighter temper line, Yamato tradition forging in its 
masame-hada - a glorious accomplishment that rightly deserves to share pages with the 
grandmasters listed in this special Shinshinto Edition catalogue. 
 
In very deserving fashion, this katana has achieved NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon certification 
and the highest rank at the NTHK-NPO called Yushusaku.  Yushusaku swords are the NTHK-
NPO’s equivalent of NBTHK Juyo Token.  It’s an amazing sword that would look incredible 
with a thoughtful koshirae built around her.   
 
Or, as stated earlier, enjoyed just as she is.      PVK  
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.    
 
Email us at service@uniquejapan.com to become part of it! 
 
 
 

 
Enter the dragon… 

 
 

uniquejapan.com 


